
Welcome to 

Öster Malma

WILDLIFE PARK
A wildlife park with moose, mouflon, fallow, red deer and birds in 
their natural environment. It is important to remember and 
respect that these are wild animals. Therefore, the animals are 
kept in large enclosures that are as natural to them as possible. 

All animals here are reared in captivity, but they are still wild species. Moose is 
the king of the forest, and we strongly believe that it is only natural that they 
have access to woodland, just as it is for our red deer to have access to 
marshland. One tip is to bring your binoculars and visit our lookout point to 
survey the enclosures and spot where the animals are just then. Perhaps there 
is a moose lying down at the edge of the forest or fallow deer resting in the 
shade of some trees! Admission to the wildlife park is paid in the farm shop 
next to the reception in Lagårn.

THE CHILDREN’S GAME CONSERVATION TRAIL
The little wildlife trail is aimed at our younger visitors. To guess the poop, see 
which animals are in pots and measure your strength with an elkhorn are 
some of the activities along the trail. Entrance is included when buying tickets 

to Wildlife Park.

WILD BOAR & THE GAME CONSERVATION TRAIL
A short walk (1.5 km) through the beautiful landscape just outside the wildlife 
park takes you to the inquisitive and sociable wild boars. The game 
conservation trail offers a mile-long walk (in ordinary shoes) where you meet 
wildlife and learn about wild animals in the area.

ANIMALS & NATURE
The surroundings around Öster Malma are lively. We recommend a trip to 
Lake Likstammen, about a kilometer away, where you get a good chance to see 
both Osprey and Black-throated Diver. Put on comfortable shoes and explore 
Swedish nature - stop and watch our rich birdlife, watch the Fallow Deer graze 
and enjoy silence and the beautiful scenery.

Boka på 0155-24 62 28 • info@ostermalma.se 

Tickets are sold 
at the Farm  

shop in Lagårn

Our wildlife


